HOW TO CREATE
A BLOG
WEBSITE FOR
FREE
Extending your reach in the oline
space
THEWRITINGMASTER.COM

Learning how to create a blog website for free can be very beneficial in this
day in age because of the number of people that your website can be
extended to. All over the world people are creating a name for themselves in
the online space to help build their businesses or personal branding. It’s so
much easier to reach your audience on a larger scale with the help of the
internet since there are nearly 400 million daily active users.
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STEP 2:
DECIDE ON WEB HOSTING
You will then be taken to the main dashboard of WordPress where you will have a variety of menus. If you
aren’t particularly happy with your theme to go ahead and change it, click on appearance + theme + add new
theme.
At the very top right you can also type in “blog” so you can see themes that closely matches what would
appear to be a blog site.
Once you see one you might want to customize and work with go ahead and click activate your theme.

STEP 3:
CHOOSE YOUR WEBSITE’S APPEARANCE

If you aren’t familiar with WordPress
customization, then let’s go ahead and add some
plugins so you can have a fully responsive website.
Some of these themes aren’t going to display how
it’s shown on the actual preview which is why this
is a good alternative.
Go ahead and download Elementor and Astra
Sites since we are on the plugins page go ahead
and add the following as well.

If you haven’t already heard of SEO, it’s a
particualr keyword or phrase that are highlighted
in your website. People are searching online for
these words or phrases in hopes that they receive
the answers they are looking for in a specific
subject matter.
Monetizing your website with SEO is a billion
dollar industry since so many people are more
comfortable with online shopping for products
and services and or recommendations.
How would you know if your sites are readable or
are lacking on the backend? This part of my post
is going to discuss a plugin recommendation to
help you properly optimize your website and
make it SEO ready.

STEP 4:
OPTIMIZE FOR SEARCH ENGINE TRAFFIC [BLOG
POST READY!

Step 5: Start your first blog post
Now for the good stuff, the start of your blog post.
On the dashboard go ahead and click on post. You
will see your screen look like this and it will have
the add media button for you to add some photos.
The top is where your heading goes, and you will
see your word count on the bottom along with the
date your post was created.
Take your time and explore the whole page so you
can familiarize yourself with it.

Step 6 Familiarize yourself with
your screen

Understanding all functions on the backend of your
dashboard is going to extend your visibility and
your online reach. It will also help you customize
your website much faster. Google and crawl
engines can quickly identify the category of your
website which also helps with SEO. Besides, you
want your readers to immediately engage on great
content so they can continuously go on your
website which in hence increases traffic.
As you scroll down your page, you are going to see
where you have your readability analysis and your
focus phrases. Try to get them all as green as
possible. Keeping up with your site analytics is very
beneficial for you and other social engagements.

Step 7: Add a Meta
Tags
Increase your
visibility by
80%
Meta tags are essential for
your SEO as well; this tag is
a structured code
embedded in your websites
heading. You add meta tags
on each of your blog post so
that readers can quickly
identify what your post will
be about. Make sure it’s
short and catchy to catch
the readers attention.
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Step 8: Social
recommendations
If you want to provide a product or service on your blog
post, consider creating some professional profiles.
Google My Business
Facebook Business Page
Linkedin Business Page
These are my top recommended professional profiles.
These profiles will allow your customers to leave
reviews on your products and services that you provide.
Remember people are always looking for quality
services that they would be able to rely on.
Check out this Google My Business training that will
give you a better understanding of social engagement.
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